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1. Overview
  1.1 Tool-search

 The Guhring currently has over 2,000 standard tools. As a result, it can help customer to cutting for the task of 

segmentation, high precision and used as appropriate. but it always had to look at the thousand pages of 

catalog for find tool appropriately. So, for the customer's convenience and efficiency, we created a website and 

Gehring search tool linked Gehring Korea.
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1.2 Connecting Tool-search

 The way to connecting Tool-search is various. because of  Tool-search made by web-based. you can connect it 

anywhere that able to internet.

1.2.1 Connecting through Company-site

Connect to Guhring Korea company-site.  (http://www.guhring.co.kr)
Click Tool-search banner in first page. (Marked as red box)
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1.2.2 Connecting through Introduction-page

Connect to Guhring Korea company-site.  (http://www.guhring.co.kr)
Click the product in the main-menu. (Marked as red box)
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                     Introduction page is located in second section, or Click the catalogue in the quick link 

   menu. on the left side of site.

                    (Red box : the catalogue link in the quick link menu)

             

                   Click the Quick link in the Tool-search introduction page. (Marked as red box)
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1.2.3 Connecting through QR-code

You can connect Tool-search through initialize below QR-code like left into smartphone or 

tablet PC.

1.2.4 Connecting through Internet address

http://www.guhring.co.kr/catalog/search.html

You can connect Tool-search through clicking above address, or input into address textbox in internet browser.
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1.3 Introducing Tool-search menu

The screen of Tool-search configuration is as follows:

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

⑥ ⑦

⑧ ⑨

① Guhring tool-search logo : If you click the logo, all setting are initialize and move to initial screen.

② Tool category : You can select the tool type in this combo box. tool types are as follows:
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no Combo box category Description
1 Drilling tools & Gun drills Products of drills and gun drills
2 Taps & Special taps Products of taps and threading tools
3 Milling cutters Products of milling cutters
4 Reamers Products of reamers
5 Countersinks Products of countersinks

③ Detail category :　You can choose details of the tools that you want to search. these have different property 

by tool-type.

Tool-type : Drills Taps Milling Cut. Reamers Counter snk.
Guhring no. O O O O O

Standard O O O O O
Type O O O X X

Drilling depth O X X X X
Shank O X O X X

Cutting direction O X X O X
oil hole feed O X X X X

Form X O X O X
Tolerance X O X X X

Diameter range O O O O O
Material O O O O O

Surface finish O O O O O
                                                         O : Supported search category / X : Not supported search category   
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④ Text / Combo search tool  : Text/Combo search tools can changed by search-category.

  

※ Text search tool : 

※ Combo search tool :

Search tools are support by search-category as follows :

  

Search tool Search category

Text search tool Guhring no., Standard, Type, Drilling depth, Shank, oil feed, Form, Tolerance, 
Diameter range

Combo search tool Cutting direction, Material, Surface finished
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⑤ Search button : If you can click this button after input the information to search tools, the tools that meet 

the criteria print out on the screen.

⑥ Manual download button : You can download this manual.

⑦ Guhring Korea company site link : You can connect to Guhring Korea company site.

※ You can see the follow functions only in Google Chrome / Mozila Firefox / IE 9.0 or higher IE

⑧ Basket : You can see or manage the list of Tools that you were selected.

⑨ Inquiry button : You can send inquiry with the list of Tools that you were selected.
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2. Search

Guhring Tool-search can support various search function.

 2.1 Tool-search bar
 

 Tool-search bar have components as follows:

Tool category Detail category Text/Combo search

Search button

① Tool category : You can select tool type through this combo box. Tool types are as follows：

  

no Combo box category Description
1 Drilling tools & Gun drills Products of drills and gun drills
2 Taps & Special taps Products of taps and threading tools
3 Milling cutters Products of milling cutters
4 Reamers Products of reamers
5 Countersinks Products of countersinks
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② Detail category :　You can choose details of the tools that you want to search. these have different property 

by tool-type.

Tool-type : Drills Taps Milling Cut. Reamers Counter snk.
Guhring no. O O O O O

Standard O O O O O
Type O O O X X

Drilling depth O X X X X
Shank O X O X X

Cutting direction O X X O X
oil hole feed O X X X X

Form X O X O X
Tolerance X O X X X

Diameter range O O O O O
Material O O O O O

Surface finish O O O O O
                                                         O : Supported search category / X : Not supported search category   
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③ Text / Combo search tools : Text/Combo search tools can changed by search-category.

※ 텍스트 검색도구 : 

※ 콤보 검색도구 :

Search tools are support by search-category as follows :

  

Search tool Search category

Text search tool Guhring no., Standard, Type, Drilling depth, Shank, oil feed, Form, Tolerance, 
Diameter range

Combo search tool Cutting direction, Material, Surface finished

④ Search button : If you can click this button after input the information to search tools, the tools that meet 

the criteria print out on the screen.
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2.2 Text-search tool
 Text search tool has several features for usability as follows :

 ① Input use “Enter” key

  You can input number or character in text search tool, type “Enter” for usable to search.

  

  When input the enter key, the search result is print out.
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 ② Inclusive search function

  You can search the tools by input a part of numbers or words.

Example) : If you want to search the tools that include number of diameter 3.XXX

Input “ 3. ” in text-search tool. then type enter/click the search button

The screen shows all tools contain “ 3. ”.
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3. Sending Inquiry
※ Sending inquiry function can use only restricted browser.

Not support browser : IE browser that less than 9, Smart phone/tablet PC browser / or browser width less than 

1000px.

 3.1 Basket

 Tool search can automatically receive a request for quick questions and answers.

You can hold the quantity desired tool quickly and easily in the basket.

The tools contained in your basket are as follows:

Guhringno.Type

Quantity
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① Type : types are as follows :

  

no picture Description

1 Drills and Gun drills

2 Taps and Special taps

3 Milling cutters

4 Reamers

5 Countersinks

② Guhring no. : A unique number of the chosen tool.

③ Quantity :　Quantity of the chosen tool.
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3.1.1 Add items to basket

Click “put into a basket” in the result screen. (Marked as red box)
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Input the quantity in the follow window.

The item entered in basket.

   You can add various items in the basket.

   And even if change other tools nad the search condition, the items in the

   basket will remain.

   (It remains if you are not exit the Tool-search.)
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3.1.2 Delete items in basket

First of all, put the cursor on the item to delete.

Then the delete button appears.

Now you can delete item through click the delete button.
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3.2 Inquiry

You can make inquiry through click the inquiry button. (Marked as red box)
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Then there appear the form as follows :

Please furfill all the blank.
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If you scroll-down the inquiry form, you can see the list of selected items.

Press OK button to complete the inquiry.

If you see the complete message, it send successfully.
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4. Q/A

For more information or question.

IT support employee : Ju (jh.kim@guhring.co.kr)


